





On the Merits of Incrementally Disclosing the Background Setting of an Exemplary Story in Moral education:
Reconsidering the Story of“An Uncelebrated Magician”






The story of“an uncelebrated magician”,written by a former teacher and education
 
supervisor Teruo Ebashi, is a standard material of morality lesson in Japanese primary
 
schools. In this story,a magician came across a lonely boy on the street,and promised
 
him to show magic the next day to cheer him up. And soon afterward,a double-booking
 
occurred;the magician received a once-in-a-lifetime offer of making his debut on the
 
stage of a metropolitan theater the next day,which he eventually chose to decline in order
 
to keep his promise with the boy.
Though this story is officially taught to be a good example of sincerity,many theorists
 
have presented different views. This paper joins into the discussion,taking the following
 
position;
・This story is,as several theorists say,only too unnatural and unreal,so not a few of
 
the students would not really appreciate it and would just pretend to be(or mistake
 
themselves as)impressed or convinced by it.
・Several theorists make a paradoxical saying that the magician would have been all
 
the more sincere to the boy,if he had chosen the metropolitan theater. But such a
 
saying is logically and practically unsupportable.
・If we come to know the magician’s unwritten upbringing（told by the author Ebashi
 
in an interview）in which the magician was deeply influenced by his tender-hearted
 




considerably down-to-earth and understandable.
・Ebashi expects the teachers to refrain from referring explicitly to the magician’s
 
upbringing,presumably for fear the magician’s moral feat should be discounted or
 
degraded. But actually,disclosing such kind of background setting of an exemplary
 
story matters much to an earnest and accurate quest for moral truth.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(14) 江橋 ibid.〔 〕内は堤補足。
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